### General Information

**554/00R** - High Resolution Camera unit consisting of black and white CCTV camera and a speaker/microphone for Video Entrance Panels "VANDAL-SECURITY" and 5449. Complete with high resolution (625 lines) 1/3" CCD sensor, infrared LED illuminators and removable terminal block. Operating Voltage: 12V DC (supplied by system power supply). Fixed 3.6 mm lens and "VIDEO-MOVING" system allowing for remote vertical tilt adjustment from Apartment Monitor.

**6680/117** - Power supply for standard video door entry systems. Provides power for Video Monitor, Entrance Camera and 12 Volt AC Door-Lock. Plastic housing provided with protective covers and removable terminal strips. Power Requirement: 120V 60Hz. Power Consumption: 60 VA. Short-circuit and thermal protection with PTC circuitry. Dimensions: 208x135x72 mm. 8.25" x 5.25" x 3"

**5556/004** - Video distributor for multiple cable risers. 4 outputs for 75 Ohm coaxial cable. Plastic housing. Provided with protective covers for terminal blocks. Dimensions: 70x115x50 mm. 2.75 x 4.5" x 2"

**5582/000** - Power supply for video door entry systems to be used on long wire runs with excessive voltage drop or to power multiple monitors simultaneously. Also used to power video distributors 5556/004 or video amplifiers 5559. Power supply in plastic housing provided with protective covers and extractable terminal blocks. Power Requirement: 120V 60Hz. Short-circuit and thermal protection with PTC circuitry. Dimensions: 70x115x65 mm. 2.75" x 4.5" x 2.5"